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THE DECOMPOSTION OF 4(xP - 1) / (x - 1). II 
CoRNELrus GouwENs 
If '4X = 4(xP - 1) / (x - 1) where p is an odd prime then 
p-1 
4X . Y 2 - (- 1) -2- pZ2 , Y and Z being polynomials in x 
with integral coefficients. These decompositions for 100< p< 200 
were given by the author in the Proceedings of the Iowa Academy 
of Science, 43 : 2SS-262. This work has now been extended to 
values of p< 22S. The decompositions are given herewith. For all 
decompositions Y is a polynomial of degree (p - 1) / 2 and Z a 
polynomi~l of degree (p- 3) / 2. The coefficients only are given 
in each ~ase first for Y, then for Z. 
p = 211. 
2, 1, -S2, 27, 261, -377, -S39, 1S04, 144, -3240, 177S, 43Sl, -4789, 
-391S, 7340, 280S, -8947, -2298, 10672, 2040; -12781, -13S9, 14377, 
1143, -1S98S, -1676, 19018, 934, -222SS, 1808, 23328, -399S, 
-23427, 4732, 2Sl17, -6931, -26742, 11223, 2S41S, -13981, -23172, 
14226, 2320S, -1S273, -23796, 17S29, 22813, -18128, -227S7, 181S3, 
24772, -210Sl, -24746,24746,210Sl, -24772,-181S3, 227S7, 18128, 
-22813, -17S29, 23796, 1S273, -2320S, -14226, 23172, 13981, 
-2S41S, -11223, 26742, 6931, -2S117, -4732, 23427, 399S, -23328, 
-1808, 222SS, -934, -19018, 1676, 1S98S, -1143, -14377, 13S9, 
12781, -2040, -10672, 2298, 8947, -280S, -7340, 391S, 4789, -43Sl, 
-177S, 3240, -144, -1S04, S39, 377, -261, -27, S2, -1, -2. 
-1, 0, 9, -9, -29, S7, 34, -162, 42, 273,. -223, -297, 427, 230, -S6S, 
-169, 670, 1S2, -808, -119, 941, 77, -1037, -97, 1192, 110, -1432, 
21, 1S90,-216,-1603,303, 1656, -377,-1803,620, 1821, -89S, -1661, 
980, 1S76, -997, -1629, 1132, 1613, -1247, -1S46, 123S, 1631, -1322, 
-1741, 1S94, 1S94, -1741, -1322, 1631, 123S, -1S46, -1247, 1613, 
1132, -1629, -997, 1S76, 980, -1661, -89S, 1821, 620, -1803, -377, 
16S6, 303, -1603, -216, 1S90, 21, -1432, 110, 1192, -97, -1037, 77, 
941, -119, -808, 1S2, 670, -169, -S6S, 230, 427, -297, -223, 273, 42, 
-162, 34, S7, -29, -9, 9, 0, -1. 
p = 223. 
2, 1, -SS, -83, 234, 612, -108, -1502, -990, 129S, 19SS, 741, -1S4, 
-203S, -4264, -98S, S910; 6274, -231, -S172, -7072, -5555, 3993, 
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13820, 8942, -S937, -1367S, -10849, -1349, 132SO, 1990S, S481, 
-1SS98, -20119, -896S, 6343, 20307, 20126, -1717, -22677, -196S9, 
-2S61, 11SS3, 19916, 1Sl79,-6192,-21948,-14811,S70,9SS7, 14945, 
12422, -3286, -1S743, -11767, -2961, 2961, 11767, 1S743, 3286, 
-12422, -1494S, -9SS7, -S70, 14811, 21948, 6192, -1Sl79, -19916, 
-11SS3, 2S61, 196S9, 22677, 1717, -20126, -20307, -6343, 896S, 
20119, 1SS98, -S481, -1990S, -132SO, 1349, l0849, 1367S, S937, 
-8942, -13820, -3993, SSSS, 7072, S172, 231, -6274, -S910, 98S, 
4264, 203S, 1S4, -741, -19SS, -129S, 990, 1S02, 108, -612, -234, 83, 
SS, -1, -2. 
-1, -1, 9, 18, -18, -72, -22, 110, 111, -29, -101, -118, -131, 76, 393, 
2S6,-264,-471,-270,40,489, 74S, 144, -810, -909, -18S, SSS, 1009, 
808, -369, -1439, -1036, 271, 1129, 1231, S19, -930, -1733, -7SS, 
789, 1327, 98S, 128, -1101, -1S30, -408, 883, 1078, 691, 113, -796, 
-1194,-417,499,70S,70S,499,-417,-1194,-796, 113,691, 1078,883, 
-408, -1S30,-1101, 128,98S, 1327,789,-7SS,-1733,-930, S19, 1231, 
1129, 271, -1036, -1439, -369, 808, 1009, SSS, -18S, -909, -810, 144, 
74S, 489, 40, -270, -471, -264, 2S6, 393, 76, -131, -118, -101, -29, 
111, 110, -22, -72, -18, 18, 9, -1, -1. 
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